Erratum to: Parasites in stray dogs from Italy: prevalence, risk factors and management concerns.
The original version of the table of contents unfortunately contained a mistake. The published entry: De Liberato Claudio, Berrilli Federica, Odorizi Livio, Scarcella Roberto, Barni Marco, Amoruso Cristina, Scarito Alessia, Di Filippo Margherita Montalbano, Carvelli Andrea, Iacoponi Francesca and Scaramozzino Paola - Parasites in stray dogs from Italy: prevalence, risk factors and management concernsshould be corrected as follows:De Liberato Claudio, Berrilli Federica, Odorizi Livio, Scarcella Roberto, Barni Marco, Amoruso Cristina, Scarito Alessia, Montalbano Di Filippo Margherita, Carvelli Andrea, Iacoponi Francesca and Scaramozzino Paola - Parasites in stray dogs from Italy: prevalence, risk factors and management concerns.